In recent years, knowledge-based software technology has proven itself to be a valuable tool for solving hitherto intractable problems. Developers of knowledge-based systems must ensure that the system will give its users accurate advice or correct solutions to their problems. Thus, knowledgebased systems must be debugged and validated just like any other piece of software. It has been found that one of the most important problems in developing knowledge-based systems is the lack of methods to verify and validate its KB. The aim of this article is to define a methodology and its supporting tool set that are used together in order to completely test knowledge-based systems. The suggested testing methodology couples different verification and validation activities that are collectively valuable in raising the level of system correctness
Section 2 gives a brief overview of existing V&V techniques for KBSs. Section 3 looks at the necessary background on the KBSs development environment that was originally used in Central Laboratory of Agricultural Expert Systems (CLAES) upon which we developed our tools. Section 4 presents the proposed testing methodology that couple both V&V activities. It has been widely known that KB validation by dynamic testing is an accepted evaluation techniques for achieving KBS quality [Mengshoel & Delab, 1993] . Based on this issue, automatic test case generation techniques, the main contribution of our work, are illustrated in Section 5. Study of the capability of automatic tool to test different KB components is demonstrated by examples in Section 6. Section7 summarizes the paper.
Verification and Validation of KBSs
KBSs developers are realizing that in order to compete in the commercial computing community a KBSs must display quality not only in its performance but also in its structure and developing process. Ensuring the quality of KBSs involves two types of activity: a) activities intended to assure that the KBS is structurally correct (verification activities) and b) activities intended to demonstrate KBS ability to reach correct conclusions (validation activities). These two activities are complementary, each is effective at detecting errors that the other will miss, and they are therefore usually employed together [Russby, 1988] .
A set of majors V&V activities has been defined by Vermesan is listed here. Readers that are interest in more details can refer to [Vermesan, 1998 ].
• Competency
Although they reflect some of the well-known features and characteristics of the software product as found in the ISO/IEC 9126 standard, the fundamental nature of KBSs requires slightly different component of developing system to be considered. Although V&V are equally important for ensuring the quality of KBS, there is an obvious gap between the current state of art in these two areas. While automatic verification is quite advanced, relatively little work has been in automated validation [Zlatareva & Preece,1994] . In this section, we give a brief overview of the literature on V&V of KBSs.
2.1Verification
Verification is "the process of determining whether or not the product of a given phase of software development meets all the requirements established during the previous phase." [The IEEE definitions (No.72-1983] . Studies have demonstrated that verification can lead to the early detection of errors that otherwise would have remained even after extensive validation tests [Preece, 1990] . Although verification definitions of KBS vary in literature, one common theme is that verification of KB is highly effective for revealing errors made in codifying the knowledge base.
Much of the known work in verification of KBSs has been done on automatic tools that check the KBs for the presence of different KBs anomalies. [Ayel & Laurent,1991; Chang, Combs & Stachowitz,1990; Coenen,1993; Ginsberg,1988; Nguyen, Perkins, Laffey & Pecora, 1985; O'Keefe, 1993; Preece, & Shinghal ,1992; Rousset,1988; Suwa & Shortliffe,1982; Tsai, Heisler,Volovik & Zualkernan,1988] .
Validation
Validation is concerned with demonstrating whether or not the software product actually solves the customer's problem. Validation is "the process by which delivered code is directly shown to satisfy the original user requirements". [The IEEE definitions, 1983] . Validation concerns both the quality of a system' decision and advice, and the correctness of the reasoning techniques used [Gasching, 1983] . Therefore, validation would involve comparing a human expert to the output of the system, with the system being accepted if it were at least as competent as the human was [Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1984; Reggia, 1985] .
The most widely used empirical validation technique is testing [Preece,1995] . This technique involve running a set of test cases on the KBSs and compare the output for agreement with those of an expert or a panel of experts [Zlatareva,1994] . The main difficulty lies in choosing a set of test problems upon which to measure the completeness of human and machine. Ideally, we would want to select a set of problems which is representative of the domain in which we require the KBSs to perform, without being too larger. In recent years, a number of article and reports have considered criteria and methods for creating a representative suite of test cases with which t test KBSs [O'Keefe, Balci,&Smith,1987; Rushby,1988; Shwe, Tu, & Fagan, 1989; Zlatareva & Preece,1994] 
The Knowledge-based Systems Development Environment
The proposed testing methodology requires an understanding of how the KB essentially developed. In this section we will give a short overlook on the KBS development framework upon which we build our methodology and tools. Then, we describe the main component of the KB.
The Library-based KBS Development Framework
In knowledge engineering, the library -based approaches are the most promising among the available research direction that are used to improve the production of high quality, large scale KBSs [Aamodt, Bredeweg, Breujker, Duusma, Leckenhoff, Orsvarn, Top, Valent & van de velde, 91; Benjamines, 93; Breuker & van de velde, 94; Fensel et al., Eriksson, Musen & Studer, 96] . The original idea of librarybased approaches for KBS construction is to build a new KBS out of components drawn from a predefined knowledge components library [Krueger, 92] . This idea has been used long ago to promote software developers productivity, by building libraries of software modules that can be called from within an application, instead of re-implementing these modules each times it is needed. The same could be said when talking about KBSs but with different matter since in KBSs we are design with different types of components instead of code.
Through our work in CLAES, it was realized that the reusability of domain-specific knowledge makes the process of building new systems easy and efficient. Since it involves assembling reusable components instead of constructing new KBs fro m scratch. CLAES has succeeded in building a library of KB components in the domain of agriculture, as it has a considerable experience with application in the domain gained through building a number of KBSs. A development environment is used to build thes e libraries of different types of reusable knowledge components [Abdelhamid, 1998] . Several KBSs has been successfully developed using this environment.
Component of the KB
There are many knowledge component types that constitute a KB. Different knowledge layers can be classified generally into domain layer, inference layer and task layer. This classification is originally introduced by KADS methodology [Wielinga, Schreiber & Breuker,1992] . Domain layer is structured internally into two layers: domain ontology layer, and domain models layer. Domain ontology layer is the most fundamental part of a KBS and represents the lower layer of a domain knowledge. It includes domain concept declarations, and domain relations that are built on top of the declared concepts. Domain models embodies the upper layer, and represent knowledge of what are the domain relations required to fulfill a specific function within the domain of application. Currently we have three distinct representations of relations: Rules, Tables, Mathematical functions, Each of these representations has its own internal structure that suits different kinds of domain relations. The selection of the appropriate representation of a specific domain relation is up to knowledge engineer, according to some criteria that characterizes each representation. Inference layer consists of inference steps that are built on top of the domain knowledge layer. The basic constituents of an inference step are input roles, and output roles. Input roles are classified internally into dynamic input roles, and static input roles. Static input roles are merely domain models that are used to derive values of output roles, given the values of dynamic input roles. Task layer represents the procedural knowledge of the KB. Thus, tasks are control structures over transfer tasks and inferences. Transfer tasks are either input transfer tasks or output transfer tasks. Input transfer tasks call user interface modules that acquire input from the user, and update the working memory with the acquired data. Output transfer tasks, send output data to output user interface modules that display the output to the user in the appropriate form. External agents like databases, are interfaced through the declaration of its structure in the knowledge base.
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Overview of Testing Methodology
One of the roles assigned to KBSs problem specification is to provide a test plan [Grogono,1994] . Traditional methods of software testing produce empirical measures of reliability: they involve running test cases through the system and evaluating the correctness of the result obtained. Analysis has shown that these methods are not sufficient for testing KBSs [Ayel, 1991; Laurent,1992] . Since KBSs solve complex problems that having very large input domains, choosing a set of test cases is an extremely difficult problem, and such a set is likely to be very large. Thus, it is worthwhile to look for new testing techniques that are applicable to KBSs in order to improve its quality. It is assumed that there is not a commonly accepted methodology to verify and validate KBS [Avelino & Douglas, 1993; Vale, 1998 ]. But several approaches exist that in combination with each other can serve to accomplished the high quality KBSs. Accordingly, our proposed testing methodology suggests coupling different V&V activities that are collectively valuable in raising the level of system correctness. The main features that distinguish it are: modularity and applying different testing strategies for both V&V. In the following we will discuss each of these features in details.
Modularity
Testing can be applied both to individual system components, as well as to the system as a whole. This is analogue to the idea of unit testing versus integration testing in conventional software engineering which state that "To verify that the system is grossly correct, it is inefficient to begin testing if the basic elements are not correct". The KB can be considered from different levels. Either we regard it as a whole and are only interested in assuring its I/O behavior, or we regard it as a compound object, build from subcomponents. In the latter, testing will be applied to the KB subcomponents first and then to the entire system. The framework that is used to develop the KB requires that the system be modular in nature, thus allowing the KB subcomponents to be tested as they are built.
Testing process
Figure1: Direction of testing process of complete KB
The golden rule of modularity contributes to our testing methodology for its dual functionality.
• First, modularity let the developer inspect each component in isolation at any time and be able to focus attention on it so that detecting and modifying any error will not affect the whole system. He also can run different components of a system independently. This offers the possibility of testing the behavior of parts of the system before it is complete.
• Second, the test order is computed according to the degree of dependencies between the KB component to provide the following. First, beginning with test the fundamental components of the KB will prevent errors from propagating throughout the whole KB. Therefore, we begin by testing all the domain knowledge components, then inference steps, and finally the complete task (bottomup) as shown in figure1. This coincides with the common and very sensible practice of fix-as-yougo. This software repair strategy holds that one goes ahead and fixes any problem before complete testing. Second, we can reuse test cases of domain knowledge in testing inference knowledge and test cases of inference knowledge in testing tasks.
Coupling V&V Activities
The main objective of applying testing methodology is to ensure that the KB provide the correct result in the correct form when it is called upon to solve any problem. To accomplish this goal, the suggested testing methodology can be viewed as possessing two testing activities: static and dynamic. Static testing (is commonly known as verification), which does not involve the execution of KB, examines internal correctness and consistency of the KB. Another objective of verification is ensuring the consistency between outputs of different development phases. Dynamic testing (validation) is the execution of the KB on a set of well-defined test cases to evaluate the functional, structural or computational aspects of the system. Applying verification activities before validation takes place intense testing process. Since syntax and semantic errors will be eliminated as early as possible to avoid expensive correction later.
The suggested testing methodology couples V&V activities that comply with the ideal component for V&V presented in the section2. Consistency and completeness are achieved by verification. While validation covers competency, correctness, and reliability of the system. Validation of the `usability' of the system will not be easy because of the subjective nature of the concepts. Such validation is out of our scope. Relevance is not considered here. In the following we will describe different V&V activities that compose our proposed testing methodology shown in figure2.
Figure2: Overall structure of testing process
4.2.1Verification
The Verification process of the KB ensures that the system is free of induced errors by the developer as well as ensuring matching between the specification of the system and what the system actually does. Thus, we have the following verification activities:
• Checking for syntax and semantic errors in the KB.
•
Checking for the compliance with the system specification The first verification activity is achieved by automatic verification; the other activity is accomplished by human analysis.
Automatic Verification
An automatic verification tool has been developed to detect consistency, completeness and other error of the KB. Although verification is the keystone of the testing process, analysis of the automatic verification process is not considered in this article, readers that are interest in more details may refer to [El-Korany, S haalan, Baraka, Rafea, 1998 ]. It is worthiness noting that, this tool has now been expanded to cover different KB representation paradigms like table and function.
According to test order, we begin by verifying all the domain knowledge components such that each component is checked for consistency and completeness. Consistency concerns detecting the following errors: redundancy, subsumption, circularity, and conflict. While completeness involves ensuring that all the knowledge is referenced, and there is no attempt to access non-existing knowledge. It concerns the following errors: unrefrenced concept, attribute, and attribute values, illegal concept, attribute, and For example when either of the inference or task layers refers to undefined parts of another layer, inconsistency between layers occurs. Mismatching between task sequence is also detected i.e. each sub-task output should be either an input to any of the following sub-tasks or final output.
Human Analysis
These techniques usually rely on individuals to use their expertise to find errors in the KB. Such analyses are error prone, as they do not rely on the semantics of the knowledge, and in general are not automated. Review, walkthrough and inspection are the most common techniques that could be used to verify the knowledge. They are limited to number of errors that could be detected "by eye" like consistency between different development life cycle (consistency between requirement specification and design and implementation).
Validation
Validation ensures that the output of the system is correct (however defined) and the developed system is what the user want and need [Nguyn,1987] . Assuming that the KB has been verified, validation ensures that the knowledge it contains correctly represents and simulates the domain knowledge. There are three main concerns in the proposed validation process. First, determine the appropriate method to automatically generate test cases for each KB component. Second, human experts should judge the KB's solution. Third, when a KB component is modified it should be re-tested (regression testing).
Test Case Generation Methods
We have to define two types of tests for each KB component, automatic test, dynamic test. Each of these tests serves certain aspect in knowledge validation. While automatic test ensures the quality of the solution (the solution provided by the system conform to the solution expected by the expert), developer test ensure the robustness of the system (the ability to the system to solve any conflict that my appear due to different combination of input [Mazas, 1991] ). Automatic test: Test cases are automatically generated in the form of input concept-attributes pair and their suggested values. These suggested inputs are applied to the component to be tested and the output is ranked. The tester provides both the knowledge engineer and the domain expert by a list of test cases. This list of test cases serves two functions. First the knowledge engineer compares it with the requirement specification to check consistency between them (it serve the second verification activity). Second, the domain expert finds out whether they meet the required knowledge or not.
Developer test: By this test the developer will be able to randomly test his system. He can run different KB components independently. A screen hold the input concept-attributes pairs used in the tested KB components is automatically generated and displayed. This screen contains the possible legal values (in the case of nominal attribute) or its boundary (in the case of numerical attribute) for each attribute. Thus, the developer can supply any combination of values, run the KB component, and observer the result. The existence of domain expert will enrich this test since he could apply different combination according to his expertise.
Judging system acceptability
An unusual difficulty in validating KBSs stems from the fact that, often, they will be allowed to perform less than perfectly, because humans performing the same tasks are themselves incapable of perfect performance. It is always difficult to define a standard against which to judge the acceptability of the system. In many domains, including agriculture domain, there is no such standard; instead, a socalled agreement method must be employed, where the performance of the system is compared with that of other performers (humans or other systems), and the system is deemed to be acceptable if it `agrees' with the other performers to a sufficiently high degree [O'Leary, 1991] . Agreement should be measured using some principled approach. Several suitable statistical methods are described in [O'Keefe, 1987; Reggia, 1988] . The most well-known agreement method is based on Turing's famous test for intelligence [Turing, 1950] . Different evaluation criteria could be considered.
First, after each KB component is automatically tested. The test cases are given to human experts who are asked to determine he outcome. If expert agree on the outcome for some percentage (85% for example) of test cases. This component put into use in the library and monitor over time. This will be continued until a complete system is provided. Second, after a complete system is developed and satisfactory tested. An independent party of human experts examines anonymous transcripts obtained from having both the system and other humans solve the same problems. If the third-party experts cannot distinguish between the problem-solving abilities of the system and the other humans, then the system is deemed to be acceptable. Third, the system should be monitor in the actual user environment; thus field-testing has to be considered. The system is tested in a similar environment for 3 months and obtains feedback on system effectiveness and user interface. Appropriate changes are made to the system. The system is then evaluated in a classroom setting consists of the domain expert and end users. The expert assesses the correctness of the KB, the quality of the explanation, and the quality of the answers. The user assesses his/her ability to interface with the system, the timelines of the response, the reasonableness of the output and explanation, and how the system fits in with the operating environment.
Regression Testing
Regression testing in its most basic form is simply testing done to determine whether a product has regressed to a less functional state than in the previous build [Shafer, 1998 ]. The dynamic testing strategy of regression can be used to effect after the location of an error, in that it demands. It is a common practice to evaluate KBS acceptance every six or twelve months to keep track of whether its competence and accuracy remain high [McCaffery, 1992] . In the use of restrict regression, that all previous test cases be reapplied. This is of course an expensive overhead to impose on a testing scheme. We adopt this by having a database that contains old test cases that have been applied to each KB components. When a change applied to any component it is re-tested and comparison between the old and the new cases is taken place. The result is applied to the developer to record the effect of modification.
5.Automatic Test Case Generation Techniques
The most practical method for creating a set of test cases for KB would seem to entail a combination of both structural and functional approaches [Zlatareva,1994; Rushby, 1988] . Based on this criterion, each KB component should has its own testing techniques according to its role and representation.
Functional test is applied to all domain knowledge (rule clusters, tables, and functions) since their inputs are specified. When more that one knowledge component are integrated together, integration test takes place. The main concern of such test is to find out the effect of combining these components. Thus, we have to have a deep look to the integrated unit. A structure guide by functional test will be applied to both inference steps and subtasks. In this section we illustrate different automatic testing techniques which is the main concern of this article.
Domain Knowledge Testing
5.1.1Rule Testing
Each rule consists of condition part and an action part. A condition part consists of a set of premises. A premise is in the form of: Concept, Attribute, operator, and value. The errors that could be found in a premise and consequently in a rule and the suggested testing techniques used to eliminate each error are listed in table1and table2 respectively. Applying function testing strategy, the generated test case must contain at least one name and one value for every input and the name of at least one expected result. However, functional testing provides no guidance for selecting the input values to use [Robert, 1998] . Considering the Generic Testing Method (GTM) suggested by Miller, 1990 for selecting the appropriate value. The GTM creates three kinds of cases for each rule condition: the case where the condition is exactly true; and two cases where the condition is "minimally" true and false respectively; and two cases where the condition is "extremely" true and false. This means that for each condition we have five test cases. The exponential increase of the test case required affect the performance of testing process. Considering, the software engineering that suggests the optimum tested values to be: valid data, invalid data, and default values [Marks, 1992] . We adopt these statements to our technique to minimize the number of the generated test cases taking into mind the most significant values. Thus, we suggest producing two cases for a condition one exactly true and the other minimally false. The argument supporting this assumption is that other error types have to be discovered in the verification process. Selecting of numeric value is determined of an appropriate step unit from the constant; the step is the smallest step-interval. The nonnumeric attributes are treated as special case of = operator test. Table3 Thus for a rule cluster that contains n rules, the number of generated cases are 2*n. This number provide a complete coverage for rule (since each rule is fired once) with getting over all the expected errors. It should be noted that, if a rule is combined with OR logical operator, it is split into an equivalent number of rules each of them will have its own test case
Table Testing
A table is represented in the form that is very close to tables' concept used in the context of database, since both represent facts. The difference is that while database fields contain absolute values, tables entries may contain logical expressions. Thus, a table row is similar to a rule but with fixed inputs and outputs as shown in table4. With respect to software engineering, it has been known that every input to software under test has a set of possible values called a domain. Sometimes domains are further divided into smaller groups called equivalence classes. The equivalence class partitioning divide the input space into classes of input that are expected to produce similar output. The software under test should process every value or member i n a class in the same or equivalent manner. The effectiveness of equivalence class analysis could be applied on Operator4 , value4 Value y Table4: Table structure 
Function Testing
Function representation is usually used when the relation can be represented in the form of a mathematical equation. History shows that most software failures are detected by a tester or an end user applying an input at its first or last, or highest or lowest valid values (i.e., boundaries). Since function used numeric values (if any other types are involved, it must have been detected in the verification process). We select three test cases for a function: one default, and two for boundary condition.
Inference Knowledge Testing
Domain relations in their raw form are useless because a single relation does not provide a specific meaning more than the relation that it represents between its input and output attributes. An inference step is a collection of domain relations that are needed for achieving a domain specific function at the knowledge level. It is important to mention that there is no internal dependency between the domain relation that the inference step contains. Considering function testing technique, testing of an inference step could be accomplished if we are able to collect its input. But in this case we do not consider the internal structure. So, if we have an inference step with n input we could get one test case with n parameter. In this case, it could happen that neither of domain component be fired (rule, table or function) and thus this test case is useless since it will produce no output. On the other side, if we consider structure testing, each component should have its separate test cases since they are independent. For example, if an inference step contains rule cluster, table and function we will have one test case for each rule in the rule cluster and one case for a table and one for the function. Thus, for an inference step tat contains {R1,…..RM}, R1 contains n1 rules, R2 contains n2 rule, etc., and we can get n1+n2+n3….+nm test cases. This will cover the structure of the inference step but with large number of test cases. Another drawback is that we will not be able to measure the integration between different knowledge component. We combine the advantage of both in one adapted technique with the goal of overall effectiveness in mind. The steps that are used in this method are illustrated here. 1-Get test cases for each rule cluster of the inference step. 2-Sort rule clusters in descendant order. 3-Get the rule cluster that contains the maximum number of rules. 4-Accumulate test cases of different rule cluster on the largest rule cluster. 5-Get test cases for table and function of the inference step such that the number of the generated cases is equal to the number of the maximum rule cluster length. 6-Accumulate test cases of step5 on that of step4. : Algorithms used to generate test cases of an inference step Thus if we have an inference step contains m relation and the maximum relation length is n we reduce the number of the test cases to be equal the number of rule for the maximum relation length keeping 100 % coverage. Figure3 illustrates the main algorithm used to generate test cases of an inference step as well as the accumulation algorithm that is considered the core of this test case generation method.
Task Knowledge Testing
A task is the part of the KB, that represents its procedural knowledge, which is the order in which subtasks or sub-components are achieved. Actually, a task structure can be thought of as a control structure over a collection of transfer tasks, sub-tasks, and procedures. Each subtask consists of a set of interrelated component. Each of these components may refer to inference steps or transfer tasks, or 
6.Examples of Utilization and Testing
Although verification plays a significant role in the testing process, we will restrict this section on presenting the result of automatic test case tool. Several examples covering different KB component will be illustrated. These examples demonstrate the capability of our tool to generate different test cases for each KB component according to its role and representation. The examples presented here were taken from irrigation KB of cucumber crop management under tunnel, which is developed by CLAES.
Result of domain layer testing
The automatic test case generation tool works on different domain layer components in turns. A list that contains names of these components appears to the tester, who freely select the one that he would like to test as shown in figure5.
Figure5: A snapshot of validation tool
An important point to note here is that, although each KB component is verified, some error still exist that are discovered by test cases. This is best explained by an example. Consider the following function that is used to calculate the actual available water for the soil by subtracting two soil parameters.
soil.aw_p = soil.fc-soil.pwp If the first operant is less than the second operant, we obtain negative result that contradict with the requirements. To avoid this there must exist a condition that prevent negative output. The automatic test case generation report allow us to identify this error that could never be detected by any other tests as shown in figure6.
Figure6: The automatic generated test case report for function soil.aw_p
Result of Inference and Task Layer Testing
The goal of testing both inference and task layer is to measure the effect of integration of the fundamental KB components in order to achieve a specific function. It is important to declare that the suggested testing techniques for inference and task layer aim at reduce the number of required test cases with the goal of complete coverage in mind. Figure7 illustrates an example represents a sub-task "Calculate irrigation interval" with its suggested test case.
Figure7: Structure of sub-task and its associated automatic test case
7.Conclusion
We developed a testing methodology with its supporting integrated tool set that are used to test KBSs. This testing methodology couples different verification and validation activities that aim to improve the quality of the developed KBSs. The structure of the KB allows us to verify and validate each KB component independently, thus detecting and modifying errors will not affect other KB components. A great benefit of applying verification activities before validation takes place is that syntax and semantic errors will be eliminated as early as possible to avoid expensive correction. For automatic validation we provide different test strategies that take place for different knowledge types in order to examine different aspect of the test component, and collectively they are valuable in raising the level of system correctness Functional test is applied to all domain knowledge (rule clusters, tables, and functions) while structure guide by functional testing was applied to both inference steps and subtasks. The issue that has been considered is the coverage of test cases. After automatic test takes place, these test cases are applied to human experts to decide whether it meets the specifications. These cases also serve in matching between the requirement specification and the developed system. When a KB component modified regression testing takes place. A comparison between the old and the new cases is applied to the developer to record the effect of modification 
